[Avoidable hospitalizations: the sole responsibility of primary care?].
Avoidable hospitalizations are used as a performance indicator of primary care in many countries. We investigate here the validity and usefulness of this measure both at a global scale and for the French healthcare system. A scoping study was performed to take a critical look at this concept. The different uses of avoidable hospitalizations as an indicator have already been reported in two recent systematic literature reviews. Rates of avoidable hospitalizations seem to be far more correlated with the socioeconomic attributes of patients than with primary care supply. The few studies conducted in France confirm this international trend. Several weaknesses have been spotted in the building of this indicator: the choice of conditions that can be considered as sources of avoidable hospitalizations, their identification among hospitalization disease codes, the quality of hospital coding procedures, the ecological bias in the data collection of illustrative variables. Guidelines for improvement of this indicator are provided. In particular, we discuss the possibility of its use at the scale of the whole healthcare system.